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Preface 
 
 
In the late fall of 1944 things were going well for the Allies on most of the world’s 

battlefronts. U.S. troops had crossed into Belgium; Athens and Belgrade had just been liberated; 
the Philippine invasion was under way and the Battle of the Bulge was still some weeks in the 
future. President Roosevelt had been elected to a fourth term in office. There was much 
optimism in the newspapers at home. 

But for the men of the ATC squadrons based in the hot, steamy eastern provinces of India, 
things remained largely as they had been – and would continue to be, until the end of the Pacific 
War. It was their mission to airlift fuel across the Himalaya mountains to China for the fighters 
and bombers of the Fourteenth Air Force and the long-range B-29’s of the Twentieth, which 
were staging there for strikes against the coke ovens of Japan. 

The planes these men flew were called tankers – B-24’s with the guns and turrets removed 
and four large containers of gas in the bomb bays instead of bombs. They flew these planes with 
a minimum crew of pilot, copilot, radio operator, and engineer; and they went out on their 
missions alone, crossing the dangerous mountain terrain day and night in all forms of weather, 
most of it bad. The routes they flew ranged from eastward over the lower spurs of the Hump to 
Kunming, to the 1,000-mile northern course over 20,000-foot ridges to Chengtu. 

It was not as bad a war as some men fought, but there were times when it was bad enough. 
It was a far-off, low-priority war, which often seemed of little consequence, even to those who 
fought it. And since the real adversary was the weather through which these men flew, their most 
gallant campaigns aloft were reduced to lonely, private struggles for survival. 



 
 

Part One: 

 

DEPARTURE 



 
 

ONE 

 
 
It was just after midnight when Sergeant Bagley was alerted for the flight. He was awake – 

had been for more than an hour, looking out at the stars through the open fly of the tent – and he 
saw the orderly coming for him. There were five other tents in that section of the squadron area, 
and four men in each of those tents, but Bagley knew intuitively that this call was for him. As he 
watched the figure coming down the path in the dark he felt a delicate sensation of tension 
developing at the pit of his stomach. Here comes the pallbearer, he thought. 

The orderly who alerted the crews for their missions was a corporal named Paul Berry, and 
because of his name and the nature of his job, they had nicknamed him The Pallbearer. It was 
supposed to be a joke, but for Bagley the soubriquet was a little too grim to be funny. The 
squadron had lost six planes in the two-and-a-half months he had been with it, and he could 
never dispel the thought that for the crews of those ships – 24 men in all – this midnight 
summons by the sad-faced corporal had in fact presaged the scorched and mangled death they 
went down to. It was probably foolish to have morbid feelings about the man himself. Berry was 
an ordinary draftee soldier doing the job they assigned him. But he seemed somehow too well 
suited to the work, Bagley thought. There was a quality of stealth in the way he went among the 
tents at night, waking a man here and a man there, and when he spoke to you his voice had the 
soft regretful inflections of a funeral attendant’s. “Sergeant Bagley,” he’d say, “you’re going out 
tonight. Please bring you gear and report to the CQ.” The chances were a hundred to one that this 
mission would be no different from the last, and that 16 to 18 hours from now you would be back 
here in the same bunk, safe and sound. But a safe return was no more than a temporary reprieve, 
because eight hours after you got back your name went on the alert list again, and you started 
sweating out the next one. While it was comforting to know you had another piece of it behind 
you, you came back from each mission a little more tired, a little more afraid and with a little 
more of your luck used up. Of course there was an end to it somewhere, some day or night when 
the last landing was made and you were through and they let you go home. But for Sergeant 
Bagley that time was still a long way off. In two-and-a-half months he had logged just over 300 
hours. He had another 290 to go. Another three months to lie awake, sweating in the tropical 
night, waiting for the pallbearer. 

He watched the corporal make his way down the path to the first tent in the row, where he 
suddenly stopped, switched on a flashlight and consulted a piece of paper in his hand. Bagley felt 
a momentary sense of relief. Maybe I was wrong after all, he thought. Maybe it’s somebody up 
there he wants. But then the eye of the flashlight lifted again and gazed along the row of tents to 
his. Without moving on his cot or giving any sign that he was already awake, he watched the 
shadowy figure come up the stoop through the door of the tent, blotting out the stars. 

 
*** 

 
Captain Winters had been alerted a few minutes earlier. He was sitting now on the edge of 

his bunk with his face in his hands, struggling against an almost overwhelming desire to lie down 
and go back to sleep. Loud snores issued from a curtain of mosquito netting at the other side of 
the tent and the sound made him ache with envy. Listen to that damn fellow make love to that 



bed, he thought. Sometimes sleep could be an almost carnal pleasure. When I get home I’m 
going to have me an orgy of sleep, he told himself. About two weeks of it, solid. When I get 
home… 

He stopped there and the words echoed emptily in his head. Lately Captain Winters had 
begun to preface a lot of his thoughts with the phrase “when I get home” and he mistrusted the 
state of mind that caused him to do it. He held an illogical but stubborn conviction that it was 
unlucky to project yourself into those safe harbors of the future. It was also bad for the morale. 
You were better off to think of yourself as a man toiling along in a rowboat over dangerous 
waters. By concentrating on each wave as you met it, you made a slow but steady progress. If 
you looked up toward the shore, it was only to see how far you had still to go – a glance that 
dismayed and weakened the spirit. I’ve got to guard against it, he told himself. It’s the worst kind 
of habit to fall into. 

He got up, still reeling with sleep, and groped about in the warm, clammy darkness to find 
his cigarette lighter. He lit a candle, and after letting some of the wax drip on the top of the box 
beside his bed, planted the candle in it. Naked except for his undershorts, he went outside the tent 
and stood scratching himself and yawning as he looked up at the star-crowded sky. Nice night, 
he thought absently. It was good to come out and see a clear sky for a change. Maybe it promised 
an easy trip. As he turned to go back in the tent, a jackal barked somewhere far off in the trees 
and was immediately answered by a legion of them, making the night ring with their mirthless 
derisive laughter. 

He knelt in the candlelight and began to search through the box beside his bed for a 
cigarette. There was the last letter from home. He looked at it briefly then put it on the box 
beside the candle. Finally he found a battered paper folder of K-ration cigarettes. He took one, 
straightened it carefully, and bent down to the candle to light it. The smoke had a musty, 
mildewed taste, but he inhaled deeply, holding it in his lungs for a while before releasing it. A 
mosquito sang past his ear. The jackals laughed again somewhere out beyond the rice paddies. 
He took another drag on the cigarette, set it down at the edge of the box and began to dress. 

 
*** 

 
Lieutenant Camp was instantly awake at the sound of his name. He sat up in his cot, glanced 

at his watch and threw the mosquito net back. A hand extended from the darkness into the cone 
of light, holding a piece of paper and a pencil. He took them, initialed the typewritten sheet and 
made a notation of the time. As he handed it back he looked up into the flashlight’s glare and 
grinned. 

“The old pallbearer,” he said. 
“Good morning, Lieutenant.” 
“I ought to have your stripes for what you just did to me, Corporal.” 
“How’s that, sir?” 
The light went out and he saw the corporal’s long, saturnine face hanging dimly above him. 
“I was about to have a waltz with the succubus. Five minutes more and I’d have been the 

happiest man in the squadron.” 
“I’m sorry, sir.” The corporal tried a tentative smile, but his face was puzzled. 
“Don’t you know what the succubus is, Berry?” 
“Not exactly, sir. Oh, unless you meant you were dreaming about a girl.” 
“Well, I hope you don’t think I was dreaming about a man.” 



Corporal Berry gave a deprecating little laugh and started to apologize again, but the 
lieutenant interrupted him. 

“Who else is on that death warrant with me?” 
“Captain Winters. Your radio operator will be Sergeant Bagley.” 
“Winters and Bagley, eh? Well, it could be a lot worse. You don’t know about the 

engineer?” 
“No, sir.” 
“Where are they being manifested tonight?” 
“Don’t know that either, sir. Sorry.” 
“Well, I hope it’s a milk run. I’ve got rest leave coming after this one, and I don’t mean to 

miss it.” 
When Corporal Berry was gone the lieutenant took his flashlight and went out to the front of 

his tent to see about his monkey. 
“Salaam, Mudu,” he said, reaching his hand into the box to feel the small soft animal body. 

“I’m going on a little trip, old fellow. Be back sometime tomorrow. How’s your water?” 
He found the monkey’s cup, filled it from his canteen and set it on top of the box. 
“When I get back we’ll open those peanuts and have a banana too, okay?” 
He rubbed the animal’s head again. The skin that covered the monkey’s skull was loose and 

soft like a puppy’s. You could slide it around with your fingers, or pinch it up in a fold. 
From the direction of the squadron bar he heard voices and laughter and faint strains of 

music. Some of the boys were still tooting it up over there. He heard Major Ballenger’s hoarse, 
asthmatic laugh, and the old wind-up phonograph scratching its way through a Dixieland 
rendition of Sweet Georgia Brown. 

Lieutenant Camp went back into his tent, dug out a gabardine flying suit and pulled it on 
over his blue-and-white striped pajamas. He was the only man in the squadron who slept in 
pajamas. 

 
*** 

 
Corporal Berry figured he was through for the night. There were two crews left on the old 

alert list, but the departures had dropped off during the past eight hours and he didn’t think it was 
likely they’d be calling anyone else before daylight. He’d go back to bed at any rate, and if the 
phone rang, the CQ could wake him. He slept in a lean-to at the west end of the orderly room. It 
was 24-hour duty, but the work was easy, and he liked having a place to himself. There were 
only two features of his job the corporal didn’t like. First, he was deathly afraid of snakes, and 
going among the tents at night was risky business. An orderly at Tezgaon had been bitten by a 
krait. Cobras, though, were his main fear. Each time he came back to his little lean-to room he 
searched the dirt floor under his bed with a flashlight. 

The other aspect of his job that bothered Corporal Berry concerned the nickname it had 
earned him. He didn’t like being called a pallbearer. In some shadowy corner of his mind there 
dwelt the realization that he occasionally did summon men to their death, and it disturbed him 
deeply to know he had been the unwitting, and unwilling, instrument of that tragic destiny. 
Corporal Berry was a Catholic and sometimes as he lay awake in his bed and heard the distant 
surge of engines on the take-off run he would raise his bony hand in the dark and make the sign 
of the cross. 



 
 

TWO 

 
 
The orderly room was a bamboo basha with a rich, thick straw roof that overhung the walls 

by several feet on every side to give lateral protection against the sun and the monsoon rain. It 
stood at the center of a grassy clearing, and in the faintness of starlight it looked like a big 
elongated haystack. 

Bagley stooped under the low eave and went in, dropping his gear and parachute to the brick 
floor. The CQ, a corporal wearing shorts and a soiled bush jacket, was reading by the light of 
several candles mounted in lumps of wax at the front of his desk. He looked up. 

“The rest of your crew’s already alerted, Bagley. They’ll be along in a minute.” 
“I’m in no hurry.” 
“Say, you don’t happen to have an extra smoke, do you? Baksheesh?” 
Bagley took a pack of cigarettes from the zippered pocket of his flying suit, gave the CQ 

one and lit one for himself. He sat down on the floor then and leaned back against the bamboo 
wall, which creaked like new leather under his weight. 

“You ever smoke one of those wog cigarettes, Bagley?” 
“No, I never did.” 
“Kill you dead. Honest to Christ, they’re worse than Mexican cigarettes. I gave my bearer 

two rupees to get me a can of Players, but he won’t be back till tomorrow morning.” 
“What’s that you’re reading?” Bagley asked. 
“Newspaper from home they sent me. It’s in here about the series.” 
“Yeah? Who won this year? I never did find out.” 
“Cardinals beat the Browns in six.” 
“No kidding. I didn’t know the Browns were even in it.” 
“You follow the game, don’t you?” 
“Used to a little. Over here you lose interest, though.” 
“I saw Feller pitch his no-hitter against Chicago in forty,” the corporal said. “Opening game 

of the season. I follow it pretty close, myself.” 
They were silent for a while. Mosquitoes circled the yellow blades of the candle flames, and 

somewhere in the thatch roof overhead a cricket or frog was making a sound like the teeth of a 
comb being raked by a fingernail. 

“Well, Patterson and Novelli went home,” the corporal said. “I guess you knew.” 
“Yeah. My tentmates helped them get drunk last night. Kept me awake indefinitely.” 
“How much time have you got left?” 
“I’m about half way.” 
“Half way.” The corporal gave his head an equivocal shake. “Me, I been over here twice as 

long as you and still a year-and-a-half to sweat out. Two years flying this desk. I ain’t 
complaining, though. Used to I’d kick myself for not getting on flying status, but I happen to 
have been down at the line mess the night Furgeson’s ship failed to get off, and that cured me.” 
He shook his head again. “I come right on back to this desk and that was the last heard out of me 
about flying.” 

Bagley said nothing. He was remembering the night of Furgeson’s crash, how he and a boy 
named Dave Tully were playing cribbage and heard the baleful moan of the siren above the 



sound of rain on the tent roof. When they untied the flap to look out, the whole northern half of 
the sky was turning a fuzzy, bloody red in the downpour, like a gigantic blotter soaking up 
carmine. One week later, to the day, as he stood at the briefing desk in Operations he read a 
radiogram that had just come in: 

 
CV-V-IM, 1530Z, BAD NEWS. YOUR BAKER-24 NUMBER 6383 COLLIDED IN 
MIDAIR WITH JAP AIRCRAFT ABOUT 1200 HOURS ZEBRA. IDENTIFIED 
DEAD: STAFF SGT. DAVID C. TULLY… 
 
“Of course it’s two sides to it,” the CQ went on. “You guys get all the glory and most of the 

pay.” 
“I’ve got an Air Medal,” Bagley said. “With it, and a dime, I can get a cup of coffee 

anywhere in America.” 
It was an old joke but the CQ obliged him with a laugh. 
“How about when you hit the states again, though? By then you’ve got the DFC to go with 

it and maybe an Oak Leaf Cluster or two. The women will fall on their back when they see you 
coming.” 

“Like hell.” 
“Or maybe you’re a married man.” 
“No.” 
“You’re how old – twenty-four, twenty-five?” 
“Twenty,” Bagley said, wondering if it was possible that he’d aged five years in a little over 

two months. “I had a birthday in September.” 
“Still, I was married at your age,” said the CQ. “It’s probably just as well you aren’t, 

though.” 
“How do you mean?” 
“Well, with a family and all, it’s different. You hanker for home more, from my 

experience.” 
Bagley said nothing. He was getting tired of the conversation. 
“Here comes the rest of your team now.” 
Looking obliquely out through the open doorway, Bagley saw Captain Winters and 

Lieutenant Camp coming up the path together. In the dark, and at that distance, they were almost 
identical figures – two slender, moderately tall men with parachutes slung from their shoulders 
and heavy A-3 bags in their hands. Camp wore his visored cap with the 50-mission crush, but the 
captain was hatless. 

“Say, Bagley,” the CQ said. “Let me have another weed, will you?” 
“You’ve got one.” 
“I mean for later. Pay you back as soon as the next ration. What do you say?” 
Bagley opened the package, counted his cigarettes, then took one out and dropped it on the 

desk. 
“Thanks, buddy. Really appreciate it. This is one of them long nights tonight.” 
 

*** 
 
Captain Winters and Lieutenant Camp came in and spoke to Bagley, and when the three of 

them had signed the CQ’s book they went out to the weapons carrier that waited in the dark 



beside the orderly room. Captain Winters shook the driver awake and he helped them pile their 
gear aboard. 

It was the captain’s privilege, by the precedence of rank, to take the front seat beside the 
driver, leaving Camp and Bagley the less comfortable accommodations at the rear of the truck. 
This he did. He knew that some of the pilots made a point of riding in the rear with their men, 
but it seemed to him a false gesture of camaraderie – either ingratiating or condescending, 
depending on the man – and he had an idea the fellows back there saw through it, too. He was 
not impressed with the rank of Captain, but if you were going to be one and accept the added 
responsibilities, why not the privileges, too? Actually Captain Winters worried very little about 
what the men he flew with thought of him. He tried to be “fair” with them – a nebulous word, 
even in his own mind – and let the rest take care of itself. 

As they went along the narrow macadam road toward the field, his mind was already 
occupied with the impending problems and technicalities of getting 30 tons of airplane off the 
ground, across the Himalaya mountains to China, and back again. Like most of the veteran pilots 
he had developed a mental checklist of his own that covered all phases of the mission from 
signing out to signing in again at the squadron orderly room. To insure the maximum degree of 
safety you tried to anticipate every eventuality, from the routine to the improbable, and to know 
so well in advance what must be done in any emergency that you did it reflexively without 
wasting precious seconds to think about it. Right now what bothered him were the gossamer grey 
veils of vapor that drifted across the road from time to time in the headlights of the truck. This 
could be the beginning of a ground fog. The weather had cleared and turned slightly cooler 
during the night, and now the rice paddies were starting to steam a little. Of course, if the fog 
thickened enough to close the field to landings there’d be no take-offs, either. But suppose it 
socks in after we leave, he thought, and then for some reason we have to turn back. He made a 
mental note to check with Weather for an alternate field. Dum Dum in Calcutta, or Barakpore. 

Behind him in the truck, someone had started to whistle and he wondered with a sort of 
mild, idle irritation which of the two men it was. Who could be awake enough and cheerful 
enough at this hour of the night to want to whistle? Must be Camp, he told himself. Camp was 
definitely the whistler of the two. 

 
*** 

 
They passed through a grove of banana trees, then crossed the narrow tracks of the Bengal 

& Assam railroad and turned north along a narrow dike-like elevation between the rice paddies. 
The field was in sight now and they saw the landing lights of a plane descending toward the 
runway. In the darkness it was like watching the headlights of a car coming slowly downhill. 
There was a big pond of light at the southwest end of the apron which revealed the mouth of a 
hanger and several planes, one of which had the cowling removed from both its starboard 
engines. As they came nearer they saw a mechanic leaning over the hub of one of the props, at 
work on the engine. He was standing on a ladder and the hip pockets of his coveralls sagged with 
wrenches and screwdrivers. As they passed, he turned, looked at them and gave a thumbs-up 
gesture with his grimy hands. 

Like the orderly room, the operations building had a straw roof that hung like a damp, heavy 
rug almost to the ground on either side, but it was a much longer building. The sides were of 
cement, up to waist level. Above that, wire screen. At one end of the control tower, little more 



than a makeshift box, was perched on four poles whose tops seemed to have collected by 
coincidence to support it. 

When Winters and his crew arrived, another tired, hollow-eyed crew who had just returned 
from a mission were unloading their equipment from a jeep. 

“How’s the weather?” the captain asked. 
“Not bad,” someone replied. “There’s a little weather over the Naga Hills, and a little in 

China.” The speaker turned and faced them – a tall, haggard boy wearing a baseball cap, a pistol 
strapped to his hip, and the flag of free China on the back of his leather jacket. He smiled. “But 
you’ll have a daylight landing.” 

“Where’d you go?” 
“We were manifested to Kunming, but they were having a three-ball alert, so we turned 

back and put down at Yunnanyi.” 
That’s the trouble with good weather, Bagley thought. The Japs like it, too. 
Inside, there was a long counter extending from one end of the room to a place near the 

other end where it was intercepted by a partition. From behind the partition came the multiple 
tinkling of wireless telegraph. Behind the long counter two enlisted men and an officer were 
working at desks hung with field telephones in leather cases. Bagley collected his weather code, 
charts and maps at the briefing desk and went over to where Lieutenant Camp was at work with 
his computer, making out a flight plan. 

“What ship do we have?” 
“6976,” Camp said. “That’s Halloran’s, isn’t it? Jungle Jim?” 
“Yeah.” Bagley smiled. “That’s good luck.” 
Sergeant Halloran was Irish, shanty Irish. Some of the officers called him Jungle Jim 

because he had captured a three-foot lizard one morning in the fig tree that grew by the officers’ 
latrine. When he wasn’t flying he was cadging drinks in the squadron bar, swapping conversation 
for gin-and-lime. He was always broke and usually drunk, yet somehow managed to be a good 
crew chief. He kept his plane in top condition and he had Irish luck in the air. It was comforting 
to have Sgt. Patrick “Jungle Jim” Halloran along. He was insurance. 

While Camp continued his work on the flight plan, Bagley wandered over to the big board 
where the numbered metal tags hung telling which ships were flying, what their destinations 
were and their ETA’s, also which were on the ground, and which were missing. The Missing 
column was the last one, far over to the right. There were no tags hanging tonight but at the end 
of the tray beneath the board, in the chalk dust and cigar ash, there was a small pile of discarded 
tags – six of them in all. Twenty-four dead men whose ETA’s were long since passed, for whom 
destiny had loomed suddenly out of the gray mist at the cockpit windows to flash only the 
briefest instant of dismay upon their awareness. Bagley hated that dusty little clutter of tags, yet 
under some morbid compulsion his eyes always sought them out. He wished he had never seen 
them, or that someone would take them away before another new one had to be added. 

 
*** 

 
“If you’ll stick around a minute, Captain, I’ll have a new set of winds for you,” the weather 

officer said. 
“How do they look?” 
“Can’t tell yet. I have to decode them.” 



They both stood looking at the Teletype machine, which was banging and chattering as it 
printed out five-digit groups of numbers and letters. 

“Just have a seat,” the lieutenant said. “It won’t take but a minute.” 
Captain Winters sat down and watched the lieutenant as he stood staring at the machine. He 

had a bottle of mosquito repellent in one hand, which he tipped absently against his fingers, 
rubbing the lotion across his forehead and around the back of his neck. His skin had the sickly 
yellow cast Atabrin causes. 

Somewhere in the warm dark outside the screened windows of one of the native runners was 
singing to himself in a thin plaintive voice and the combination of rhythmic sounds made the 
captain drowsy again. He reached in his pocket for a cigarette, but then changed his mind and 
took out the letter from home instead. He had read it twice already and would probably keep on 
reading it, once a day, indefinitely, until the next one arrived. 

 
Dearest Hal, 

Well, your back letters finally got here – four of them at once in this morning’s 
mail. It was wonderful to hear from you, darling, and I had a nice long session of 
letter reading this afternoon. Maybe the things you bought in Karachi will be along 
soon, too. Danny was almost as excited as I was and insisted on me reading them to 
him. He wanted to phone Granny right away. He was disappointed though that you 
did not tell about big daring adventures in airplanes, so I had to make up some to tell 
him. Hope you don’t mind. You should see how he’s grown, and of course Robbie, 
too. Robbie has learned to say “Co-cola” and “radio” and another word that sounds 
like “hot-doo” which means take a bath, or something like that. Anyway, he comes 
and takes my hand and pulls me into the bathroom and says “hot-doo” and points at 
the tub. I wish you could see him. 

Yesterday I took them both down for a haircut and it was a battle with Robbie, 
but he’s the cutest looking little thing you ever saw. They really peeled him. Granny 
had a fit. Uncle Wallace stopped by last night to leave me some gas coupons and a 
carton of cigarettes (black market probably) and said he’d send Pete over with his 
camera to take their picture so I can send you one. 

Jack Beach has been wounded in France, and Billy Gunter is missing – think I 
told you that before (???). Every time the newspaper comes out there’s a new list of 
names. Very depressing. Don’t let it happen to you, my darling. 

By the way, while I think of it, there’s something the matter with the water 
heater. It makes a funny noise at night and there’s hardly enough hot for two baths in 
a row. Meant to ask Uncle Wallace to take a look at it but I was so exciting about the 
cigs I forgot. Will it be alright if I have to install a new one? Your last check put us 
back up to $900, so I’m sure we can afford it. Besides, we have to have hot water. 
Just thought I’d mention it. 

Take care of yourself, darling, and don’t let anything happen. I’d die if I didn’t 
get you back. I love you and miss you more than words can possibly express. 

 
Helen 



 
 

THREE 

 
 
Before the war, Lieutenant Camp had been an amateur tennis player of moderate reputation 

– an Intercollegiate Singles Champion and twice a member of the Davis Cup team – and in the 
eyes of the operations officer, Maj. Charles “Cholly” Gaines, he was something of a celebrity. 
The major, whose home was in Coronado, California, was a tennis enthusiast. He’d seen Camp 
play a number of times and was still fond of thinking of him as a lanky suntanned boy wearing a 
cable-stitched sweater with two or three rackets under his arm and a silver loving cup in his 
hands. Whenever he saw Camp in the operations building he made it a point to speak to him. 

“Well, Lieutenant, you look wide awake for this ungodly hour of the night.” The major 
wore a British topee with his cap insignia fixed to the front of it. Above the insignia there was a 
picture of a camel, carefully cut from a cigarette package, with the number 50 beside it. The 
major had made 50 missions over the Hump. 

Camp looked up and smiled. “Hi, Major. How’re you hitting ‘em?” 
“I spoke to the colonel about our tennis court yesterday,” Gaines said. He leaned across the 

counter in a confidential manner. “There’s a bulldozer in Tezgaon we may be able to get the use 
of.” 

“Good move. I hope he’ll follow it through.” 
“Of course I can’t really hold his feet to the fire until we’ve located a spot. Maybe you and I 

could get together and make a little survey one day soon.” 
“Whenever you say, Major.” 
This project of the major’s to build a tennis court was something that amused Lieutenant 

Camp, but it also worried him a little. The men in the squadron had already detected the fact that 
he was liked by the major, and some of them resented it. If the major built him a tennis court 
(and they were certain to see it as a personal favor) it could cause a lot of unpleasant feelings. 
Especially since that project would be likely to forestall the construction of an open-air movie 
theater which had been in the plans for more than a month. On top of that, Camp did not really 
want the court to be built. He had a remarkable talent for the game but no great fondness for it, 
and this would mean playing long dull matches with perspiring colonels – lobbing up fat shots 
for them and pretending to enjoy it. He hoped, as he half suspected, that this tennis court was 
nothing more than a conversational gambit with the major and that it would never materialize. 

But it amused him, too – the idea that a major, a man twice his age, would go to such 
elaborate pains to ingratiate himself with a second lieutenant. He wondered how far he might 
stretch this deference. A change in the manifest maybe? It was a long high-altitude haul up to A-
9 where they were going tonight. How about a hint that he was due for rest leave tomorrow and 
would like a shorter trip – say, to Kunming or Luliang? Half listening to what the major was 
saying about the tennis court, he toyed with the idea. 

But just then he saw Captain Winters coming toward them with a yellow sheet of paper in 
his hands, the buckles of his flying boots flapping loose around his ankles, and he put the thought 
out of his mind. Winters might take it the wrong way. 

“Knock it off,” the major said, and Camp smiled, because it was the major himself who had 
done all the talking. 



Winters came up to them. “Here’s a new set of winds, Camp. Afraid you’ll have to start 
over. We go up by Imphal and Likiang and turn due north at Ipin.” 

“You boys going to Chengtu?” 
“A-9.” 
“Wish I could send you to Kunming,” the major said. “That’s where they need the cargo. 

But they had an air raid over there earlier tonight and I doubt you could get in. Things are getting 
in a hell of a shape in China, do you know that?” 

“I hear we’re about to lose Kweiyang,” Winters said. 
“We are. And if we lose Kweiyang you can kiss Kunming goodbye, too.” 
“What happens then?” Camp asked. 
“Maybe we’ll all go home.” 
“Hengyang, Kweilin, Luichow, and next is either Kunming or Chungking, or both.” 
“They say that’s cavalry moving on Kweiyang. Image that. Cavalry.” 
Captain Winters shook his head. “They should have listened to Stilwell. You can’t defend a 

place the size of China by air.” 
“I hear the Twentieth is leaving, too. Moving them to the Pacific somewhere.” 
“Maybe they’ll shift us over to the Fourteenth,” Camp said. “I’d like that better, myself – 

get in some real combat time.” 
“You miss the point,” Gaines said. “There won’t be any Fourteenth, not in China anyway. 

That’s what we’re worried about. Chennault is backed up to the Hump already. The farther north 
they push him, the farther north we fly to supply him.” 

“This whole thing has been a fiasco,” Captain Winters said bitterly. “It’s cost billions of 
dollars and no telling how many lives, and what has it got us? The Twentieth is a tactical failure, 
the Fourteenth has lost base after base since the spring offensive, and there’s been nothing but 
command squabbles from first to last. What’s worse, if we ever do win this war the Commies 
will probably take China for themselves and we’ll end up having to evacuate Chiang and his 
government all the way back to San Francisco.” 

They went on talking, but Lieutenant Camp returned his attention to the flight plan. 
Working from the cruise chart he figured carefully, estimating ground speed, RPM, manifold 
pressure, pounds of fuel used per hour. On the long page of the flight plan he entered distances, 
headings, wind velocities, elapsed times, fuel consumption and other data. In the upper right 
hand corner of the page he noted the weight of the ship – 64,000 pounds. He looked at that figure 
for a long time. Why do they load them so heavy? he thought. We’ll be lucky to get that off the 
ground. 

At the lower left hand corner of the page there was a space to be filled beside the words 
POINT OF NO RETURN. He looked at this, too, for a moment then left it blank. 

Just as he was finishing his work there was the sound of a plane outside starting its take-off 
run. He went to the screened window to watch it. The two wing lights seemed to move slowly 
along between the twin rows of bright yellow dots that marked the runway, and the high, 
desperate sound of the engines made the muscles of his stomach gather instinctively. There was 
always a moment during take-off, even if you were only watching, when it seemed the ship was 
not going to make it. There was a point out there on the runway about two-thirds of the way 
down where any airplane, normally loaded, should be leaving the ground and tucking in its 
wheels. But these planes, loaded to 64,000, never got off that way. They went on and on, like this 
one – throttles to the firewall, exhausts flaring, engines surging in an agony of effort to drag it 



into the air. Finally in the last quarter of the runway you saw it labor off, low over the trees, and 
something turned over in your mind, like a tired swimmer. 

 
*** 

 
They found Sergeant Halloran in the mess hall. A lanky, lantern-jawed man, wearing short-

sleeve coveralls and a leather cap with the bill turned up in front. The knuckles of his hands were 
red and raw-looking and there were black crescents of grease under his fingernails. He was 
sitting at a table by himself, bleary-eyed and shaky, drinking coffee in loud, nervous gulps. 

“Hung over,” he announced as soon as he saw them. “I’ll be okay when I get on the 
oxygen.” 

“Never mind about your condition,” Winters said. “Just tell us how’s the ship.” 
“Ding hao. Ready to fly, skipper, except she wasn’t serviced yet. Where are we manifested 

to?” 
“A-9.” 
“Christ. Way up there? That’s north of Chengtu yet.” 
“No, between Loshan and Chengtu.” 
“What about the weather?” 
“So-so,” said the captain. “You had anything to eat yet?” 
“I ain’t hungry. Besides, I can’t eat that buffalo meat. The damn stuff gets bigger and bigger 

in your mouth the more you chew it.” 
The others picked up trays and moved along the counter, served by sleepy native boys 

wearing white shirts and bright colored cloths wrapped around them like skirts. When they went 
back to Halloran’s table he was sitting just as before, staring gloomily at his coffee cup. 

“Some war,” he said. “Buffalo meat, leaky tents, instrument weather, and mosquitoes the 
size of Canada geese.” 

“I didn’t say the weather was bad. I said it was so-so.” 
“No, I take it back,” Halloran said. “The mosquitoes don’t bother me no more. I got jungle 

rot so bad they’re afraid to go near me.” 
“Consider yourself lucky,” Lieutenant Camp said. “At least you haven’t got lice yet. Have 

you?” 
“No, but I’ll give you a clue. I’m about due for a case of the Chinese chiggers. One of my 

tent mates came back last week with a beautiful case. You can see them crossing between his 
eyebrows.” 

Captain Winters put down his fork. “Come on, Halloran. We’re trying to eat.” 
“What Halloran needs is a rest leave,” Bagley said. “Like the lieutenant here.” 
“You going on leave, Lieutenant?” 
“That’s right. Day after tomorrow I check out for ten lovely days.” 
“George George?” 
“Hell no, I’m going to Shillong. There’s no women at George George.” 
“Shillong,” Halloran said, growing suddenly and pleasantly reminiscent. “I was up to 

Shillong myself once. Some place all right. Those Khassi girls, there’s your dish, Lieutenant. 
They come down in this little park-like place in the afternoon, and that’s where you pick them 
up. It’s nothing to it. They want their babies to be white, so you don’t use a thing. Every last one 
of them carries an umbrella, and I’ve seen them leading little tow-headed kids around as white as 
I am. Mighty fine.” He shook his head. “They’re a little flat-chested, though.” 



“In my condition, I’d never notice.” 
“A man who’d do that ought to be court-martialed,” Winters said flatly. 
“A man who’d do what?” 
“Leave a child up there with those women.” 
No one said anything in reply to this, but Camp looked across the table at Halloran and 

winked. 
“You think I’m kidding,” the captain said. “Someday you guys may have children of your 

own and you’ll find out what I’m talking about. It’s no joke. I’m not a moralist or anything like 
that, but if you’re going to bring a child into this world the least you can do is own him and be 
proud of him.” 

This speech had the effect of embarrassing everyone, including the captain. After a moment 
of awkward silence, he changed the subject. 

“What do you hear from the boy who got shot?” he asked Halloran. 
“Siegel? I didn’t hear in about a week. They saved the leg, though.” 
“Who got shot?” Camp asked. 
“Kid from the line crew,” Winters said. “One of those freak things. Halloran can tell you 

about it.” 
“It was six, eight weeks ago,” Halloran said. “We got strafed over in Myitkyina one 

afternoon and this kid name of Siegel got a knee cap blown off.” 
“Funny, I never heard that before.” 
“Yeah, but the payoff, it was the kid’s first Hump flight. The only time he made the trip.” 
“The hell you say.” 
“Blasted him, boy. You never saw such a leg as he had. I came within an ace of getting it 

myself.” 
“What happened?” the lieutenant asked. 
“Couple of Zeros jumped us on the field there at Myitkyina. Captain Barnes was along, and 

Hardy, and that fellow with the red moustache. What’s his name? A flight officer.” 
“Jarvis?” 
“No. This guy has a big red moustache. You know who I mean.” 
“Grayson.” 
“That’s him. Flight Officer Grayson. Big orange moustache.” 
“Nobody else got hurt?” 
“No, just the one kid. Barnes and the rest of them were over to Operations when it happened 

and me and Siegel were sitting under the wing of the plane in the shade. Happened about two 
o’clock in the afternoon – blue sky, sun shining, everything looking peaceful as you please. I saw 
them coming but with those radial engines I thought it was a couple of P-47’s. They’d been 
running in and out all day. It looked like a couple of P-47’s making a landing approach, but then 
I noticed they was pretty fast and didn’t have their gear down, and the next thing they 
commenced to firing. After the first pass one of them turned back south – I don’t know if he was 
out of ammunition or what – but the other one came around again and got Siegel as we were 
making for cover. We had too far to run in the open.” 

“Any of the planes damaged?” 
“Not bad. Wasn’t but three out there at the time – ours and another 87 and I think a 46 from 

Jorhat. We had a hole in the de-icer boot on the left wing, and three or four holes in the tail 
assembly. The other two ships had a little damage but not much. One of them had a flat tire.” 

“And that was the kid’s only Hump flight?” 



“Only one. He wasn’t even checked out yet. We had him aboard as extra personnel, 
deadhead.” 

“How’s that for luck?” 
“Well, I don’t know,” Halloran said. “He got home on it. Otherwise he’d still be over here 

sweating it out. If they can make him some kind of a leg out of that he’ll be sitting pretty. Worse 
things can happen.” 

Worse things can indeed, Bagley thought. A worse thing later happened to Hardy. A worst 
thing also happened to Sgt. Joe Jablonski, who was flying not on his first mission but his last. 
Just one more safe landing and Jablonski would have made it home. 

 
*** 

 
When they had finished eating, Captain Winters took out another of his K-ration cigarettes 

and straightened it carefully in his fingers. 
“You fellows go on out and pre-flight,” he said. “I’m going back to Weather for a minute. 

Bagley, give the tower a buzz when they finish gassing the ship. Ask them to call me in 
Operations.” 

“While you’re over there,” said Halloran, “ask them what kind of weather ‘so-so’ weather 
is.” 



 
 

FOUR 

 
 
The OD took them out in his jeep, bouncing across the rough clearing to the taxi strip, then 

curving back through the trees. Bagley and Halloran rode in the rear of the jeep, mounted on the 
lumpy tangle of parachutes and A-3 bags. The moon was up now and as they went deeper into 
the bush tall coconut palms rose on either side making black star-shaped splotches of shadow on 
the taxi strip as if big buckets of ink had been dropped. They passed an anti-aircraft gun sitting in 
a nest of sandbags, and suddenly just beyond it the lights of the jeep caught a jackal at the edge 
of the trees – a guilty, repulsive animal, humped and crouching as if he suffered a stomach ache. 
The OD unsnapped the leather flap on his automatic, but the jackal was gone before he could get 
off a shot. 

“I killed two of them last week,” he said. “Found about a dozen of them working on the 
carcass of a cow, out by the last revetment.” 

“That reminds me,” Bagley said. “Major Ballenger shot an elephant at George George last 
week. You guys hear about it?” 

“That must be something,” the OD said. “Imagine killing something the size of an 
elephant.” 

“Why don’t you go down there on your rest leave, Lieutenant?” Halloran said. “Go after 
elephants instead of Khassi girls.” 

“Negative on that,” Camp said and laughed. “Teek nay, sahib.” 
“Well, gentlemen, there she is,” Halloran said. “Good old 6976, the finest airplane yez ever 

saw.” 
The plane was squatting in the revetment, nose out, and as the lights of the jeep swept across 

her a Gurkha guard appeared suddenly from behind one of the big wheels, calling, “Halt! Halt!” 
“Captain Lieutenant-colonel Major-general!” Halloran answered in a rapid authoritative 

voice. 
The Gurkha, apparently satisfied, moved to one side and beckoned the jeep on. He looked 

like a little boy playing soldier, in his short pants and big hat with the brim pinned up at the side. 
The OD helped them unload, wished them luck and drove away again. 
“I lost my flashlight, Leftenant,” Halloran said. “Okay if I follow you around?” 
“Lost it or sold it?” 
“Had it stolen off me in Luliang. Those slopies will steal you blind, take my word. They 

also got my goggles and half a carton of smokes. Took them right off the flight deck.” 
“That’s not stealing, that’s Chinese Lend Lease,” Bagley said. 
“All right, come on with me then,” Camp said. “I see something already.” 
“What is it?” 
“A crack in the number four exhaust stack.” 
“That won’t bother us any. Who wants to help me pull the props though?” 
As they walked around the big plane Halloran looked it over with a mild feeling of pride. 

She was 66 feet long, 18 feet high, and stretched 110 feet of wing from tip to tip. Most of the 
fliers called the C-109 an ugly ship, but he had always felt a grudging admiration for it. It was 
ugly, he thought, the way a prize fighter is ugly – pugnacious and powerful-looking – but there 
was a quality of nobility, if not grace, in that long straight wing coming out high on the body like 



the shoulders of a fighter, and in the high set of the double tail. Even at rest she seemed poised 
for flight, rugged and ready for whatever test of sleet and storm the elements might be preparing 
for her. In half an hour the closing of a switch would bring her electrical system to life, and then 
one by one the big engines would be goaded awake until the air shook with their mighty 
heartbeats. It was an angry-looking craft, this converted B-24, and it took to the air with a 
belligerence, ill-tempered, noisy, tough, and courageous. 6976. Halloran slapped one of the huge 
tires affectionately. Big-ass bird, he thought, and smiled to himself. You put a lot of confidence 
in what this baby could do. You bet your lives against a gallon of gas that she could go over 
there and back. 

 
*** 

 
Bagley’s feelings about the ship were somewhat different. He mistrusted its vast, baffling 

mechanical complexity (too many things could go wrong up there), and he had learned to dread 
the ragged prelude of engines starting. She looked big and brave on the ground all right, but it 
was a long, high, lonely ride where they were going tonight, and up there the perspective 
changed. Big airplanes could look mighty little and lost against that element of night sky and 
cloud. 

As he stooped under the side and pulled himself up into the dark womb of the bomb bays 
his sense of smell was assaulted by a medley of odors, alien yet familiar. Gas and metal and 
something else. He often wondered about that something else. It might have been the smell of 
fear, he thought – the dried-sweat residue of anxiety and apprehension. 

He was on the flight deck checking his radio when a silhouette appeared at the open escape 
hatch overhead. 

“The gas truck’s been out already,” Halloran said. His breath came down into the cockpit, 
filling it with the sour pulpy smell of last night’s whiskey. “You can call the skipper. We’re 
ready to hit the soup.” 

After making the call, Bagley clipped off the switches, dropped to the catwalk and made his 
way back between the tanks to the waist. He checked the IFF, then let himself down into the 
bomb bay again and dropped to the ground. Lieutenant Camp was stretched out on the pavement 
in front of the ship with his head on his parachute, looking up at the stars. 

“You know, Bagley,” he said, “the nearest one of those stars is more than four light-years 
away. Did you know that?” 

Bagley looked up and for some reason smiled. “No, I didn’t,” he said. 
“In other words, the light you see up there could have gone out four years ago and you’d 

still be seeing it.” 
“What’s that?” Halloran came out of the shadows beneath the plane to stand beside Bagley. 
“I was just telling Bagley. The nearest one of those stars you see up there is four light-years 

away. It could have gone out completely, four years ago, and we still wouldn’t know it.” 
Halloran pushed his grimy cap back on his head and surveyed the heavens with alarm. “Is 

that so! Where’d you ever learn a thing like that, Lieutenant?” 
“In college.” 
There was a long silence. A thin layer of scud cloud slid low across the sky momentarily 

dimming the moon. 
“I’ll tell you something about the moon, too,” Camp said. “The moon has a black sky.” 
“The hell it does,” Halloran said. 



“Sure. The thing that makes our sky look blue is the atmosphere around the earth. The moon 
has no atmosphere, so its sky is black.” 

“Damn,” said Halloran in an awed voice. “I shoulda went to college myself.” 
But it seemed to Bagley that the moonlight caught a flicker of derision in the crew chief’s 

watery eyes. 
At that moment a ship just returning from a mission swung slowly into view down the taxi 

strip. Uttering low sullen snarls as it moved through the shadows, it was like some big jungle 
creature returning wearily to its lair. 

 
*** 

 
The operations officer brought Captain Winters out and after another brief check they 

prepared to start the engines. Bagley, Lieutenant Camp, and the captain mounted to the cockpit. 
Halloran stayed out in front of the right wing with the fire bottle. 

Bagley listened as they went through the checklist. He knew it by rote. 
“Gust locks?” 
“Off.” 
“Cowl flaps?” 
“Open.” 
“Mixtures?” 
“Idle cutoff.” 
“Gear handle?” 
“Down and locked.” 
“Flaps?” 
“Up.” 
“Superchargers?” 
“Low.” 
“Automatic pilot?” 
“Off.” 
…Trim tabs, props, feed valves, carburetor heat… 
…Check, check, check, check… 
Lieutenant Camp put his head through the open cockpit window and called down to 

Halloran: “Clear three!” 
The whine of the energizer spiraled slowly up the scale and ended in a deafening sputter as 

the engine caught. Then followed four, two, one, and Halloran was climbing onto the catwalk, 
the wash from the propellers making his trousers flutter like narrow flags at the backs of his legs. 

Captain Winters adjusted his headset and picked up his mike. “Tower, this is 6976.” 
“6976, Tower. Over.” 
“6976 in revetment twelve. Request taxi instructions.” 
“Roger, 6976. Taxi to southeast end of runway and stand by for clearance. Wind is north at 

five knots, altimeter two-niner-niner-two.” 
“Roger, 6976.” 
The big plane moved forward heavily, creaking and groaning in protest. A surge of the left 

outboard engine swung her slowly into the taxi trip, and the left winglight moved up to 
horizontal like the opening of a giant eye, gazing far ahead along the strip. Then she lumbered 
forward. 



All weariness was gone from Bagley now, every nerve was alive. Like Lieutenant Camp, he 
dreaded the heavily loaded take-off because in some respects it was the most crucial part of the 
mission. From the moment you passed the tower until you were 1,000 feet in the air, your life 
depended on copper tubes, electrical contacts, flying pistons, and a little needle that climbed with 
agonizing slowness up the green numbers – the airspeed indicator. When you passed the tower it 
was too late to stop. Before you reached 1,000 feet there would be no chance to jump. When you 
went by the tower it was fly or else, and at 64,000 gross it took four 1,200 hp engines pulling all 
they could to make it. Three engines were not enough. 

They moved into the warm-up circle, checked the magnetos and feathered the props one by 
one. The big ship rocked and quaked with each new surge of power, and now there began an up-
spiraling overture of unidentifiable whirring, whining noises – a mounting crescendo of 
mechanical sounds that quickened everybody’s pulse toward the climactic effort of take-off. 

Bagley heard the crystal clink of a mike button and Captain Winters’ voice saying: “6976 
ready to go.” 

“Roger, 6976, you are cleared for take-off. Make a right turn leaving the pattern.” 
6976 rolled out, ponderously faced about, and paused. Before them the runway lights 

converged sharply between two rows of lights like a flat triangle, at the top of which, 6,000 feet 
away, there was a row of tiny red points – the mathematical perimeter of four lives for the next 
40 seconds. If you weren’t flying when you got there you were dead. The captain’s hand covered 
the plastic knobs of all four throttles at once – an incredible mechanical complexity focused to 
the size of four hickory nuts held in the palm of a single hand. He glanced across at Camp, then 
back at his crew chief who was kneeling at the foot of the control pedestal. “All set?” 

“Deal the cards,” Halloran said, turning his cap backward on his head. 
The captain’s hand went forward in a slow, smooth, even thrust, but the plane hung 

trembling for a moment as if to gather courage. Tachometers wound up and manifold pressures 
mounted as the engines strained in their nacelles. Then the brakes were released and they were 
on their way, committed to the big gamble. 

Bagley dropped into his seat and groped for his safety belt. He twisted to the right and 
pressed his face against the small square window to count the runway lights. One… two… 
three… four… An engine backfired and fear flushed through his chest, momentarily stopping his 
breath. He lost count. Dimly through the racket he was aware that they had passed the tower, and 
a feeling of helpless commitment that was almost like calm came over him. 

“In God we trust!” Halloran shouted. “Everybody else pays cash!” 
They were still on the ground but the runway lights were passing more quickly now. 

Seconds ticked by. They were still on the ground. Now the lights were yellow flicks as they 
passed the window. Up in the right seat Lieutenant Camp looked as if he was trying to lift the 
plane by an effort of will. Suddenly there was smoothness, a cushioned shock as they touched 
down again… and then they were flying. 

“Gear up!” 
Halloran’s arm moved in the dark. There was a flash of red blotted out by the black 

shapeless tangle of treetops. The ship yawed slightly, straightened. A smell of scorching rubber 
stung the air as the big wheels, still spinning at a hundred miles an hour, came up into place. 

“Give me thirty-five inches and twenty-four hundred RPM.” 
The sound of the engines changed, dropped an octave as the power was reduced. 
“Like a damn shoe!” Winters called over his shoulder. 



Halloran grinned, his teeth green in the light from the instruments. “Aw, you’re crazy, 
skipper. You had five or six feet of runway left. Don’t knock my ship.” 

Lieutenant Camp reached back, reversed Halloran’s cap, then took out a handkerchief and 
mopped his face. 

 
*** 

 
High now over the moonlit paddies of east Bengal, 6976 leaned northward to her course, the 

pale flames of her exhaust like small supernal fires, banked and damped for the night against the 
lofty chill of starlight. 

Corporal Berry, the Pallbearer, stirred in his sleep at the sound of engines overhead, but did 
not wake. 

6976 was on her way without his benediction. 


